Design a Bookplate
Using the ruler, draw a 4-inch-by-3-inch

I

n 1772 Washington ordered an
engraved bookplate bearing the

rectangle onto the heavy weight paper.

Washington coat of arms, to label the

Design your bookplate. It must have a place

inside cover of his books. (Washington often

to show the name of the book owner, but

signed his books on the title page, as well.)

you can make it as fancy as you wish. Try

His bookplate carried the Latin motto Exitus

creating a border using patterns of scrolls,

Acta Probat from the coat of arms: “The

leaves, geometric designs, stars, or whatever

result justifies the deed.”

you choose. You can also include a favorite
phrase or motto as Washington did. Or

Materials
Ruler

your bookplate can be as simple as “This
Book Belongs to _______ .” You can take

Heavy weight paper

your bookplate and have photocopies made

Colored pens and markers

if you wish. Cut out your bookplate. Center

Scissors

it inside the cover of a book you own and

Photocopy machine (optional)

glue it down.

Glue stick

have taxation power over America “then
America is at once a kingdom of itself.”
Like many colonists Washington had his
complaints against Great Britain. Sitting in the
House of Burgesses he watched the unfolding
crisis between Great Britain and her colonies
firsthand. When Americans protested the
Stamp Act taxes of 1765 and boycotted British

54

goods to underscore their point, Washington
took a practical view: “Many luxuries which we
lavish our substance to Great Britain for, can
well be dispensed with, while the necessities of
life are (mostly) to be made within ourselves.”
In response to new taxes, the Townshend
Acts of 1767, Washington helped George
Mason, a friend and neighbor, write a list of

goods Virginians should not buy from England.
Washington, however, did not leap wholeheartedly into the anti-British movement
swelling in the colonies. He preferred “balancing [events] in my mind and giving the subject
the fairest consideration.” He believed, and
hoped, the problems with Great Britain would
shake themselves out. He wasn’t sure the vio-

